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•  Review of HAT Principles




•  Common themes for implementing HAT





–  People don’t know when to break  
the glass
•  Brittle
–  You have to break the class
•  Out–of-the-Loop Loss of Situation Awareness
–  When you brake the glass, the pilot  
has no idea what is going on
•  Opaque
–  There is no easy way for the pilot 
to figure out what is going on
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Shared Info About Threats



























•  Specify alternate routes in advance
•  Specify conditions for deviation from route
–  E.g., only if it saves > 10 minutes
•  User can specify preferences
–  I don’t like surface streets
–  I like 280 better than 101
–  I am a carpool
Bi-Directional Communication
•  Why is it choosing this route?
•  If I have a route specified in advance 
automation can use a common language to 






















•  Shared Goals ✔ (Sort of)
•  Transparency ❌




Scene Modes → Plays




•  User can tell automation goals
•  Automation informs user about whether goals 
are being met
Lessons
•  HAT seems applicable to a wide variety of automation












•  Move negotiation to less time critical period
•  Create a shared language
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Design Patterns
•  In other domains, people have attempted to capture similar problem-solution 
pairs using “design patterns”
–  Architecture and Urban Planning (Alexander, et al., 1977)





•  In other domains, people have attempted to capture similar problem-solution 
pairs using “design patterns”
–  Computer Programming (Gamma, et al., 1994)
•  E.g., Observers solve the problem of maintaining keeping one object  
aware of the state of another object
Design Patterns for HAT
•  NATO HAT working group is trying 
to develop a set of design patterns 
for HAT
•  Working with Gilles Coppin on a  
Bi-Directional Communication 
pattern
•  Modeled after Gamma et al 
specifications:
–  Intent: Support generation of input 
from all relevant parties and its 
integration into decisions
–  Motivation: Reduce brittleness of the 
system by consolidating information 
and skills
–  Applicability: May not be applicable in 
urgent situations or with automation 





































































  - Predicted Outcomes
  - Reasoning
  - Conﬁdence level
Transparency Info
Requests
Polling for Risks
Etiquette Rules/Contextual 
Sensitivity
Authority Info
Scratch Pad
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Thank you!
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